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please?Q: How to collect data from a csv file and insert in the database using Laravel 5 I am trying to
insert data in the database using Laravel. I am able to fetch the data from the csv file but i am unable
to get how to insert this data in the database. I have tried using foreach to insert the data in the table

using the User::create(array); but its giving me an error: Undefined function: 10: No instance of
Accessor::class, Collection::class, or IteratorAggregate::class found. is there any other way to insert
csv data into the database. I have tried with the following code but it is giving me the error. $val) {

$ids[] = '1'; } $userdata = new User(); $userdata->user_id = $ids; User::create($userdata); ?> A: You
can use Guzzle for doing the POST request and CSV
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